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ABSTRACT: Solar cells based on metal halide perovskites often show excellent efficiency but
poor stability. This degradation of perovskite devices has been associated with the migration of
mobile ions. MAPbBr3 perovskite materials are significantly more stable under ambient
conditions than MAPbI3 perovskite materials. In this work, we use transient ion drift to quantify
the key characteristics of ion migration in MAPbBr3 perovskite solar cells. We then proceed to
compare them with those of MAPbI3 perovskite solar cells. We find that in MAPbBr3, bromide
migration is the main process at play and that contrary to the case of MAPbI3, there is no
evidence for methylammonium migration. Quantitatively, we find a reduced activation energy, a
reduced diffusion coefficient, and a reduced concentration for halide ions in MAPbBr3 compared
to MAPbI3. Understanding this difference in mobile ion migration is a crucial step in understanding the enhanced stability of
MAPbBr3 versus MAPbI3.

Perovskite solar cells, with solution-based, cheap synthesis
methods and a rapid increase in power conversion

efficiency, are a promising candidate for future solar cells.
Record efficiencies of 25.2% and 29.2% for single-junction and
perovskite/silicon tandem configurations1 are already com-
petitive with those of existing technologies. However, a major
hurdle for commercialization remains, the degradation of high-
efficiency perovskite materials under a range of environmental
factors. Humidity,2−4 illumination,5−8 and thermal stress8,9

have all been shown to degrade the power conversion
efficiency of the devices over time. Ion migration has been
identified as one of the main drivers for degradation.10

The stability of metal halide perovskites is composition-
dependent. For example, MAPbI3 is more sensitive to all of the
environmental factors mentioned above than MAPbBr3.

11

Some mechanisms have been proposed to explain this stability
enhancement. In terms of material degradation, decomposition
studies link the enhanced stability of MAPbBr3 to a
predominance of the reversible decomposition reaction
CH3NH3PbX3(s) ⇌ CH3NH2(g) + HX(g) + PbX2(s),
compared to the irreversible decomposition pathway
CH3NH3PbX3(s) ⇌ NH3(g) + CH3X(g) + PbX2(s), in
contrast to MAPbI3 that exhibits both types of decom-
position.12 More recently, the decomposition reaction
4CH3NH3PbX3 + O2 ⇌ 4PbX2 + 2X2 + 2H2O + 4CH3NH2
has been shown to slow upon substitution of iodide with
bromide.13

In terms of ion migration, theoretical predictions for
MAPbBr3 suggest that the stronger Pb−Br bond14−17 could
increase the halide ion defect formation energy18 and thereby
suppress the degradation caused by ion migration. Migration of
the bulky MA+ ion might also be inhibited by steric hindrance,
because the lattice constant of MAPbBr3 is smaller,19,20 and/or

by stronger hydrogen bonding to the surrounding Pb−Br6
octahedra. However, though ion migration is one of the causes
of degradation of perovskite devices,10 many of its aspects
remain poorly understood. It is in fact unclear if the ion
migration is reduced in MAPbBr3 compared to MAPbI3, and
which aspect of the mobile ions is affected.
Here we use transient ion drift (TID) to quantify the

characteristics of mobile ions in MAPbBr3. We identify the
nature of mobile ions and their activation energy, concen-
tration, and diffusion coefficients and compare them to the
characteristics of mobile ions in MAPbI3.

21 We find that the
concentration of mobile bromide ions is on average 8 times
lower than in their iodide counterpart in MAPbI3, and that the
bromide ions diffuse ∼3 times slower, with an activation
energy that is slightly lower than that of the migration of
iodide. Halide migration is therefore greatly affected when
tuning the halide composition. However, the halide compo-
sition does not affect solely the halide migration, as one might
expect. A striking difference between the iodide and bromide
perovskites lies in the methylammonium (MA+) migration. We
measure a high density of migrating MA+ ions in the iodide
perovskite. In stark contrast, MA+ migration is inhibited in the
bromide perovskite. This difference might be one of the keys
to their higher structural stability, because the A-site cations
have been shown to be critical for the structural properties of
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perovskites.22,23 We hence assign the higher stability of the
MAPbBr3 perovskite in part to slower and fewer mobile halide
ions, and in part to the suppression of MA+ cation migration.
We use TID, a capacitance-based technique, to measure the

mobile ions in the perovskite diodes. While there are several
techniques for measuring ion migration, TID allows for
discrimination between anion and cation migration and
independently measures the number density (Nion) and
diffusion coefficient (D) of mobile ions. With temperature-
dependent measurements of the capacitance transients, TID
further quantifies the activation energy (Ea) for ions that

migrate. A more detailed discussion of the technique can be
found in the sections S1a and S1b of the Supporting
Information and in ref 24.
We fabricate a full solar cell as the diode for capacitance

measurements and choose suitable contact layers such that the
main contribution to the ion drift comes from the perovskite
layer. The architecture of the solar cell is a planar p-i-n junction
as shown in Figure 1a. For a direct comparison with our
reported results on MAPbI3,

21 we use the same transport
layers: NiOx as the hole transport layer and C60 and BCP as
electron transport layers. We also prepare the MAPbBr3

Figure 1. Inverted MAPbBr3 device characteristics. (a) Solar cell architecture of the full device, with the MAPbBr3 film sandwiched between a hole
transport layer of NiOx and an electron transport layer of C60 and BCP. A fluoride tin oxide (FTO) bottom electrode and a gold top electrode
complete the device, allowing for the extraction of the holes and electrons. (b) Top view SEM image of the MAPbBr3 perovskite layer showing
200−500 nm grains. (c) SEM cross-sectional image of the MAPbBr3 perovskite layer on top of FTO and NiOx. (d) Current−voltage characteristics
measured in the dark and light, with a scan speed of 10 mV s−1.

Figure 2. (a) Capacitance transient measurements of a MAPbBr3 solar cell measured in the dark, with a DC voltage of 0 V and an AC voltage of 10
mV at 104 Hz, after applying a pulse of 1.1 V for 1 s. (b) Relative difference in capacitance ΔC = C(t) − C2.5 ms for the capacitance transients
between 240 and 340 K. (c) Arrhenius plot showing the activation energy derived from this measurement.
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perovskite using a similar antisolvent technique, modified
slightly to yield films of similar thickness and grain size. Figure
1b shows a top view scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of such a MAPbBr3 perovskite film formed on top of
NiOx. The film features a good surface coverage and an
apparent grain size (as estimated by SEM morphology)
between 200 and 500 nm, comparable to the average 300
nm size of MAPbI3 perovskite grains from our previous report.
Cross-sectional SEM shows layers of 180 ± 20 nm as shown in
Figure 1c, also comparable to our MAPbI3 solar cells. With
MAPbBr3, the device shows a power conversion efficiency of
2.7% (Figure 1d), a value close to that of previous work with
this simple architecture25 (see section S2). There is little
hysteresis between the forward and reverse scans.
To measure the capacitance transients of the MAPbBr3 solar

cell device, we apply a voltage bias close to the built-in bias of
the device (1.1 V) for 1 s to redistribute the ions. After the bias
is released, the ions move back to the contacts and we record
the resulting capacitance transients (Figure 2a; see section S1
for experimental details). The relative capacitance change is
presented in Figure 2b, with one transient every 10 K. We also
repeat the whole measurement for a different filling voltage
(1.4 V), as is presented in Figure S2 (see section S3).
The transients in panels a and b of Figure 2 show a small and

rapid exponential decrease on the order of 10 ms, followed by
a flat baseline when the system has reached its steady state. In
TID of p-type semiconductors, we assign positive trends to the
migration of cations and negative trends to the migration of
anions. Hall measurements26 suggest the p-type nature of
MAPbBr3. Additionally, both time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS)27 and nanoprobe X-ray fluores-
cence (Nano-XRF)28 measure a time evolution of the spatial
bromide concentration in MAPbBr3 single crystals. We thus
assign the negative feature present in the whole temperature
range to bromide migration. As there is no apparent positive
feature in the capacitance transients, we conclude that there is
no or very little cation migration. If present at all, the mobile
cation concentration must be below 1.5 × 1013 cm−3, the
sensitivity threshold for this measurement (see section S1a).
This is in contrast with our previous results for MAPbI3, for
which we found a combination of migration from the iodide
(I−) anion and the MA+ cation,21 both with significant
concentrations of mobile ions, 1015 cm−3 for I− and 1016 cm−3

for MA+.
Substituting bromide for iodide in the MAPbX3 (X = I or

Br) framework thus leads to a significant suppression of MA+

migration. This effect was already hypothesized as a
consequence of the structural contraction of the MAPbBr3
framework13 and/or the stronger hydrogen bonding between
the lead halide octahedra and the MA+ cation.13,29 With regard
to this second hypothesis, we note that although it has been
evoked multiple times in the literature, the experimental data
do not match but instead show an equal strength of hydrogen
bonds whether using X = I, Br, or Cl in MAPbX3.

30−32 We
therefore infer that the lattice contraction is the origin of the
suppression of MA+ migration, an assessment that matches the
trend found in density functional theory (DFT) modeling.33

This means that the lattice unit cell size makes a major
contribution to the enhanced stability of these systems. This
finding sheds light on the possible origin of the increased
stability of complex mixed-cation/mixed-halide perovskites
compared to pure-halide materials, as well as the origin of the
higher stability of compressed perovskites. In the future, a

systematic study of ion migration versus pressure could
determine the specific compression factor, i.e., the specific
unit cell size, necessary to suppress cation migration.
To quantify bromide migration, we fit each capacitance

transient to extract τ, the lifetime of the process (see section
S1a). Determined over many temperatures, the extracted
lifetimes are used in an Arrhenius plot to obtain Ea and D, as
shown in Figure 2c and Figure S2c. Using the equation for
mobile ion density (see eq 3 in section S1d), Nion is also
measured. The results are listed in Table 1, averaging over two
different filling voltages each for two solar cells.

To understand the increased stability of MAPbBr3 compared
to that of MAPbI3, we compare changes in ion migration
(Figure 3). We have already presented the data for iodide
migration in MAPbI3 in previous work,21 and it is reproduced
here for comparison.
Our initial hypothesis was an increase in the activation

energy for bromide migration in MAPbBr3, due to lead
forming a stronger bond with bromide than iodide.14−17 Our
results indicate the reverse trend, with an activation energy
slightly decreasing from 0.29 eV for iodide migration to 0.25
eV for bromide migration. These values are close to
experimental activation energies found by temperature-
dependent hysteresis measurements.34 We note that they
differ, however, from DFT calculations by Lin et al.,18 a
difference that may arise from the approximation their work
uses, of a low-temperature phase with orthorhombic structure.
The decrease in activation energy can potentially be
rationalized by the smaller size of the bromide ion, possibly
reducing the steric hindrance during the transition state of
migration for bromide. Meggiolaro et al.35 decompose the
activation energy into the migration energy barrier Δ⧧H° and a
DFE (defect formation energy) term, the latter accounting for
the energy required to form the defect undergoing the jump.
Using their finding that the lower limit for the DFE term to
vanish is reached for ∼250 nm grains, we can neglect DFE in
our study. What these results serve to show is that the
activation energy for ions to migrate is the result of an interplay
of competing effects, in this case the steric hindrance versus the
bond strength. These numbers can further help us to
understand the halide migration mechanism. In fact, molecular
dynamics (MD) modeling shows that in both MAPbI3 and
MAPbBr3, the lowest activation energy for halide migration is
through a vacancy-mediated hopping mechanism.34 The
activation energies we measure are similar to the MD-
simulated values, which helps us in elucidating the mechanism
for halide migration in MAPbBr3. A vacancy-mediated hopping
pathway is likely dominating, as is the case in MAPbI3.

36,37

We turn now to the comparison of the diffusion coefficients,
which can be expressed through the following equation:24
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Table 1. Characteristics of Mobile Ions in MAPbBr3
Averaged from Four Individual Measurements

activation
energy (eV)

diffusion coefficient at 300 K
(cm2 s−1)

concentration of mobile
ions (cm−3)

0.25 ± 0.05 (8.4 ± 3.9) × 10−10 (1.3 ± 0.7) × 1014
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where Δ⧧G°, Δ⧧H°, and Δ⧧S° are the changes in Gibbs free
energy, enthalpy, and entropy of activation, respectively, for a
single ion migration step, kB is the Boltzmann constant, ν0 is
the attempt-to-escape frequency, and d is the jump distance.
We choose to follow the usual formalism that refers to the
change in Gibbs free enthalpy as activation energy Ea.
We measure a bromide diffusion coefficient at 300 K of ∼1

× 10−9 cm2 s−1, 3 times less than that of iodide, at 3 × 10−9

cm2 s−1. Following eq 1, if we combine a reduction in both the
bromide diffusion coefficient D(Br) and the bromide activation
energy Ea(Br), we find that either the attempt-to-escape
frequency, υ0(Br), the jump distance, d(Br), or the entropy
term, ΔS(Br), must decrease compared to their iodide
counterparts [υ0(I), d(I), and ΔS(I)]. The jump distance
d(Br) is probably shorter than d(I) due to the smaller lattice
constant in the bromide perovskite, with [1.2 d(Br)]2 ≃ d(I)2.
However, this change is counterbalanced by the increase in the
attempt-to-escape frequency υ0(Br), with υ0(Br) ≃ 1.5 υ0(I), a
value that we derive from the Raman and FTIR blue-shifts
when moving from iodide to bromide.30,31,38 This suggests that
the entropy term decreases for bromide compared to iodide,
i.e., that ΔS°(Br) < ΔS°(I). Solution calorimetry measure-
ments39,40 for the perovskite formation reaction show that the
enthalpic and entropic contributions are indeed of opposite
directions for both MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3. Though of a
different nature, the changes considered in refs 39 and 40 are
about the entropy and enthalpy of reaction and not the
entropy and enthalpy of activation; these results underline the
importance of considering not only the enthalpic contribution
but also the entropic contribution in determining the ion
migration diffusion coefficient. Taken together, this means that
even if the activation energy to migrate is lower for a bromide
ion than for an iodide ion, the reduced diffusion coefficient
suggests a smaller entropic gain for bromide migration,
explaining the overall trend.
The third element that TID allows us to quantify is the

concentration of mobile bromide ions. Here we measure an
average concentration of 1.3 × 1014 cm−3, i.e., 8 times lower
than the average concentration of mobile iodide ions in
MAPbI3, at 1.1 × 1015 cm−3. The lower density of mobile
bromide ions will reduce any ion-induced degradation in
MAPbBr3. This lower density probably results from an increase
in the energy to form bromide vacancies, which in turn
decreases the number of bromide vacancies and thus reduces
the number of sites to which bromide ions can migrate.
It is worth mentioning that the concentrations found in the

literature still differ by many orders of magnitude, mainly due
to the differences in the models used to interpret experimental
data41 (see section S1a). The results reported here are

consistent with various experimental studies42−46 that show
ion concentrations between 1014 and 1016 cm−3. Studies that
report significantly higher ion concentrations typically assume
a complete screening of the electric field in the perovskite.47

Comparing ion migration in MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3 thus
results in a smaller amount of slower mobile bromide ions, and
a striking absence of methylammonium migration. The
reduction in ion mobile concentration for MA+ is on the
order of at least 103, and on the order of 10 for X−. Taken
together, these results suggest two independent mechanisms
for the formation of either methylammonium or halide
vacancies, or a combination of two independent mechanisms
together with a joint mechanism, such as the one proposed by
Walsh et al. for Schottky defects: nil → V′MA + V●

X + MAX.48

Inhibiting these defect formation reactions is thus essential for
enhancing the stability of the MAPbBr3 perovskite.
We use TID to provide a direct and reliable comparison of

ion migration between MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3. Our finding is
that the activation energy for bromide migration is reduced,
contrary to simple bond strength considerations. Despite the
reduced activation energy, the diffusion of halides is slower,
presumably because of a lower entropic change for ion
migration. We note that previously the focus has often been on
activation energy when studying ion migration. We show that
in addition to the activation energy, it is crucial to consider the
entropy change during migration to understand the diffusion of
mobile ions. We also find 8 times fewer halide ions migrating
in MAPbBr3 than in MAPbI3, probably a consequence of the
higher vacancy formation energy. Finally, we show that
bromide substitution inhibits MA+ migration, due to lattice
contraction. This suppression of A-cation migration enhances
the structural stability of pure-halide perovskites and could be
further used as a tool for stabilization of more complex and
efficient mixed-cation mixed-halide perovskites.
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the weighted means.
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